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Rock Garden: A Captivating New Collection by André Fu
JANUS et Cie introduces Rock Garden, a dynamic contemporary collection by acclaimed Hong
Kong-based architect and designer André Fu. Characterized by softly flowing curves and
thoughtful, angular lines, this comprehensive ensemble of dining and lounge pieces communicates
serenity and balance in any environment.
“It is a collection that embraces the poetic qualities of the authentic Japanese garden—where
masculinity of rocks and the sensuality of sand patterns juxtapose to create a unique language of
visual tension,” says Fu of his first collaboration with JANUS et Cie.
Expertly crafted in teak with a Driftwood finish, the impressive dining, café, and side tables are
topped with an intriguing textured Alabama ceramic. The collection’s sculptural modular and
lounge pieces pair durable teak frames with beautifully woven JANUSfiber in Smoke, creating a
rich display of deep gray hues stippled with light and dark tones. Ample cushions for the seating
elements provide a luxurious, comfortable sit. Rock Garden’s masterful balance of light,
proportion and clarity creates a profound impression whether situated in an urban apartment, rustic
outdoor patio, or a luxurious seaside resort.
“André has always been ahead of his time, with a keen eye for precision and an innovativeness
that I deeply admire, and we are thrilled he has created a new collection that so wonderfully
embodies the spirit of JANUS et Cie. Rock Garden is an enchanting interior and exterior collection
that will truly transform any space,” says Janice Feldman, JANUS et Cie founder and CEO.
Fu’s comprehensive Rock Garden collection strikes a beautiful harmony of modernity, expert
craftsmanship and timeless design principles.
Rock Garden collection includes:
-Side Chair
-Barstool
-Counter Stool

-Dining Table Round 90
-Dining Table Rectangle 265
-Café Table Round 64

-Lounge Chair
-Ottoman
-Module Center
-Module Center Wide
-Module Corner
-Module Left

-Module Right
-Side Table Round 38
-Side Table Round 48
-Chaise Lounge with Arms
-Double Chaise Lounge with Arms
-Backless Bench 142

Rock Garden finishes:
-JANUSfiber in Smoke
-Teak in Driftwood
-Textured Alabama Ceramic in Rosso
About André Fu:
André Fu credits his idiosyncratic design style—a quietly thoughtful, carefully considered yet analytical
approach marked by a highly refined aesthetic—to his peripatetic cultural upbringing. Born in Hong Kong
and educated in England from the age of 14, André Fu holds a Bachelor of Arts at Cambridge University,
and a Masters in Architecture from the University of Cambridge.
Fu became known overnight when he first redefined notions of hospitality with his design of the worldrenowned Upper House hotel in Hong Kong, and has since gone on to create forward-thinking interiors for
other leading brands. His work has won increasing recognition with numerous awards, and in 2016, he was
named Designer of the Year for Maison & Objet Asia, and was honored in Wallpaper*s list of Top 20
Interior Designers. Recently, his designs for Kerry Hotel have been awarded Ahead Asia’s “Best Urban
Hotel” and “Best Bar” 2018. He is also regularly called upon to unique design collaborations, most recently
with his “Ribbon Dance” creation for Louis Vuitton’s Objets Nomades Collection. In 2015, he successfully
launched the André Fu Living (AFL) lifestyle brand and in 2019 adds a holistic lifestyle offering.

About JANUS et Cie:
For more than 40 years, JANUS et Cie has been an industry leader in design-driven furnishings for the
outdoors. The luxury furniture brand, part of Lifestyle Design family with Cappellini, Cassina, Ceccotti
Collezioni, Luminaire, Karakter and Poltrona Frau, serves commercial, hospitality and residential clients
with a dedicated focus on outstanding quality, superior craftsmanship and unparalleled service. In the
years since the company’s founding in 1978, founder and CEO Janice Feldman and her exceptional team
have transformed JANUS et Cie from a single showroom in the Los Angeles Pacific Design Center to a
comprehensive global design resource with 19 flagship showrooms throughout North America,
Singapore, Sydney and Milan, as well as field offices and select dealers throughout the world.
The company’s namesake—the Roman god JANUS, whose two faces look both forward and back—is the
foundation of a unified mission rooted in tradition, heritage and craft, yet equally dedicated to innovative

materials and progressive engineering. This inspired long-term view is realized through the lens of a unique
corporate culture that encourages curiosity, creativity and collaboration in the pursuit of excellence.
JANUS et Cie offers a diverse catalog of over 6,000 pieces—each design remarkably distinguished in
concept and form—and in addition to furniture, includes a growing commitment to decorative accessories
and performance textiles. Acclaimed by the most discriminating designers, architects and juried
competitions, this powerful body of work has inspired for decades a demand for beautifully imagined
furnishings to be used both indoors and out, and has influenced an entire industry in the process.
The Definitive Source for Site, Garden, and Casual Furnishings®
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